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Abstract 
Denote by Gr(n)= Gr(n,n,...,n) an r-partite graph having n vertices in each of the classes 
VI, V2 ..... G. How large should the minimal value 6r(n) be to guarantee that G~(n) contains a 
K r, a complete graph of order r, when 6(G(n))>&(n)? This problem has been studied by sev- 
eral authors, including Bollob~s, Erd6s and Straus (1974), Bollob/ls, Erd6s and Szemer6di (1974), 
Graver (see Ballob/ts, Erd6s and Straus, 1974) and Jin (1992). But what is the maximal integer 
fr(n) such that Gr(n) contains at least fr(n) copies of K r when 6(Gr(n)) =- (~r(n) + 1. 9 It is 
trivial to see f2(n)= n. Bollob/ts, Erd6s and Szemer6di (1974) showed that f3(n)= min{4, n}. 
In this paper we shall show that fa(n)= O(n3). (~) 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. 
All rights reserved 
I .  Introduct ion 
In 1940 Tur/tn [10] determined the maximum size ex(n,K r) of  graphs of  order n 
without K r as a subgraph. For r---3, Rademacher (unpublished, see [5, 9]) proved that 
every graph of order n with size ex(n, K3)+ 1 contains not only one but at least Ln/2] 
copies of  K 3. The minimum number of complete subgraphs K r in graphs of order n 
with size ex(n,K r) + k has been studied by Erd6s [5-7] and Lov~isz and Simonovits 
[9] for suitable k. 
A Tur~m-type problem solved by Bollob~is et al. [3] is to determine the maximum 
size of r-partite graphs without K r as subgraph. Replacing size by minimum degree, 
the problem becomes more interesting and more difficult. 
Graver (see [3]) proved that 63(n)=n. In 1975, Bollob~s et al. [4] gave bounds on 
fir(n) for r~>4. Furthermore, for r = 3, they proved that f f fn )= min{4,n}. 
In [8] it is shown that ~4(n)-----2n + Ln/3], 6s(n)= 3n + In~3], and improved the 
bounds given by Bollob~is et al. [4] for r>~6. Here, we shall study the function f4(n)  
and prove that the order of  f4(n)  is n 3. 
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For a vertex , denote by F(x) the neighbour set ofx. For a vertex  E V(Gr(n)), we 
write F/(x)= {y E Vi: xy E E(GE(n))} and di(x)= [F/(x)l where l<~i<~r. The notation 
and terminology used in the paper are either defined here, or else are standard (see the 
monographs of Bollob~is [1,2]). 
2. An upper bound on ]~(n) 
In this section, we shall obtain an upper bound on f4(n) by constructing a graph 
Fn = Ga(n) of order 4n. Let E=3Ln/3 j + 3 - n, Vi=Ai UBi, where Ai~-{a i l ,a i2  . . . . .  
ai(Ln/3j+l) } and B i = {bi(Ln/3J+2) . . . . .  b i (n-1) ,b in},  iE 7/4. The graph F4(n), shown in 
Fig. 1, is constructed as follows. 
Join every vertex of Al to every vertex of V2 UB3 UB4, join every vertex of A2 to 
every vertex of I/1 U B3 U B4, join every vertex of A3 to every vertex of V4 tO Bl U Be, 
join every vertex of A4 to every vertex of V3UB1UB2 and join every vertex of B1UB2 to 
every vertex of B3 UB4. Finally, indicated by the dashed edges in Fig. 1, join the vertex 
aij to the vertices ai+2j,..., ai+2j+e-l, where ai+2Ln/3j +2 = ai+21 and ai+ 2 Ln/3j+3--ai+22, 
i=  1,2, j = 1 . . . . .  Ln/3J + 1. 
Let us check first that the graph Fn is a regular graph with degree 2n ÷ In/3 A + 1. 
Clearly, every vertex x of U4=1 Bi is exactly joined to all vertices of two classes and 
all vertices of Ai in the other class. Then 
d(x)=2n + IAi] =2n + kn/3J + 1. 
By the construction, every vertex y of U4=1Ai is exactly joined to all vertices of one 
class, all vertices of Bi and Bj in the other two classes and other ¢ vertices of U~=l Ai. 
Therefore 
d(y)=n+ IBil + IBjl q- ~=2n q- Ln/3J + 1, 
so Fn is a regular graph with degree 2n + Ln/3J + 1. 
Fig. 1. The graph Fn. 
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Now let us estimate the number of copies of K 4 in the graph Fn. By our construction, 
vertex sets Ai U A4, A2 U A3, B1 LJ B2 and B3 U B4 are independent sets of Fn. Hence 
every complete graph K 4 in Fn must contain an edge between A1 and A3 (or A2 and 
A4) and an edge between B2 and B 4 (or Bi and B3). Therefore the number of copies 
of K 4 contained in the graph Fn is at most 
e(A1, A3 )[B2I[B4] + e(A2, A4)[B1 liB31 
=2(3  Ln/3J + 3 -n) (Ln/3  ] + 1) (n -  Ln/3J - l )  2 
~<24(n + 1)3/27. 
Hence, we have proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. f4(n)<~24(n + 1)3/27. 
It is likely that the graph Fn constructed above is best possible, i.e. every Ga(n) 
with minimal degree [7n/3 + lJ contains at least as many K 4 subgraphs as Fn. 
3. A lower bound on f~(n) 
In this section, we shall give a lower bound for the number of complete graphs K 4 
in a graph G4(n) with ~(G4(n))=~4(n ) + 1. Thus f4~n3/324 for n~>9. 
Theorem 2. Let n>~9 and G be a graph G4(n) with minimal degree 64(n) + 1 == 
[7n/3] + 1. Then the graph G contains at least n3/324 complete 9raphs K 4. 
Proof. Let /71, V2, V3 and V4 be the four classes of the 4-partite graph G. For the 
sake of easy reference, let us use three different notations for the vertices in I7, 
according to their degrees in the other classes. To be precise, for 1 ~<i ~ j ~<4 let 
Vi 1 2 n ~- {Uij , Uij . . . . .  l.)ij } such that 
j ,  ~; ) (1) 
for every k, 1 ~< k ~< n- 1. Note that we may have v~2 ----/)132 __--/)14'9 say. For 1 ~< i • j ~< 4
and 1 ~< k ~< n, set 
/)k 
v, j (k)  = {~; . . . . .  ,s} (2) 
and let 
= min ds(vff/181). (3) l 
l ~ i¢ j~4 
Note that Vo.(k ) C I7,. and Vii(n)= Vi. Then, by (3), for 1 ~<i ¢ j~<4 and every vertex 
xE V,- - Vii(In/18] - 1), we have 
dj(x) >>- l. (4) 
By the definition of l, there are indices i and j, 1 ~< i # j ~< 4, such that 
: 4(/)f;/18] ). (5) l 
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Note that for every x E Vi and j ~ i we have 
d j (x) - -d(x)  - ~ dk(x)>>.6(G) - 2n = Ln/3] + 1. (6) 
k4i, j
Therefore, by (5) and (6), 
l/> [n/3J + 1. (7) 
The rest of the proof of the theorem is divided into two cases. 
Case 1. l<~ (n+2 ln/3J +2) /3 .  
Without any loss of generality, let 
a2(v  /181 ) = t. (8 )  
Pick xE  V12(rn/18])  and yEFz(x ) ,  and, for i=3 ,4 ,  set F / :F / (x )NF / (y )  and d i :  
Ir~l. To prove the theorem in this case, we shall show that the number of copies of 
g 4 in G that have a vertex x E V~2 (In/18]),  a vertex y E F2(x), and a vertex z E F3 - 
V34(rn/18] - 1) is at least n3/324. By (1) and (8), we have 
dz(x  ) <<. d2( v[~/18] ) = l. (9) 
Therefore, by (9), we have 
d3 + d4 : ]/'3(x) f-]/'3(Y)I + IF4(x) n F4(y)l 
/> d3(x) + d3(y) - n + d4(x) + d4(y) - n 
-~ d(x )  - d2(x) + d(y)  - d l (y )  - 2n 
i> 26(G) -  l -  n -  2n 
= n + 2 ln/3J + 2 - l. (10) 
We may assume without any loss of generality that d3 ~<d4. Inequality ( I0) implies 
that 
d3/> d3 + d4 - n ~> n + 2 [n/3J + 2 - l - n >>. n/9. (11 ) 
For every vertex z E F3 -- V34([n/18] - 1), by (4), we have 
[Fn(z) n/'4[ ~> da(z) + Ira1 - n t> l + d4 - n. (12) 
Since d 3 ~<d4, inequalities (7) and (12) give that 
11"4(z)f3I'al>~l +d3 -n>~d3 + ~n/3J + 1 -n .  (13) 
Also, (10) and (12) imply that 
Ir4(z) n r41/> l +d4 - n - -  l +d  3 + d4 - d3 - n 
>~ l+n+2[n /3 J  +2- l -d3-n  
= 2 [n/3J + 2 - d3. (14) 
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Therefore (13) and (14) give that 
IF4(z)AF41>~ max{2 Ln/3J +2-  d3, d3 + Ln/3J + 1 - n}. (15) 
By (11), we have 
(d3 -n /18)max{2 Ln/3j +2-d3 ,  d3 + Ln/3j + 1 -n}  >~n/6. (16) 
Hence, by (6), (15) and (16), the number of copies of g 4 contained in G is at least 
~ ~ Ira(z)nr41 
xcV,2(rn/18]) yEFz(x) zEtS--V~4([n/18]-l) 
/> E E E max{2 Ln/3J + 2 
xc v,2(rn/181 ) ycr2(x) zEr3- ~4( [n/18] - 1) 
-d3, d3 + [n/3] + 1 - n} 
~> ~ ~ (d3 -n /18)max{2Ln/3 J  +2-d3,  d3 + [n/3j + 1 -n}  
x~ v~2( In~181 ) yC r2(x) 
>~ ~ ~ n/6 
xE VL2( [n/18] ) yEF2(x) 
>~ ~ (n/3)(n/6) 
x~ V12( In/18] ) 
>~(n/18)(n/3)(n/6) = n3/324. 
Case 2. l>  (n+2 Ln/3] +2) /3 .  
We may assume without loss of generality that there is a vertex xl E V1 such that 
d2(xl ) = d2, where 
d2 = min {dj(x); x E Vi, i ~ j} .  
To prove the theorem in this case, we shall show that the number of copies of K 4 in 
G that have a vertex y E-F2(Xl ) and a vertex z E F3(xl )(3 F3(y ) - V34 ( In/181 - 1) is at 
least n3/324. 
By (6), for every x E ~ and j ¢ i we have 
4(x)>~dz =d2(xt)~> [n/3J + 1, (17) 
so by (5) 
l>~d2. (18) 
For every vertex y E F2(xl ), set F/= F/(xl )M F/(y) and di = Ir~l for i = 3,4. Then we 
have that 
d3 + d4 = [F3(xI ) fq F3(y)[ + IF4(xI ) fq F4(y)[ 
>~ d3(xl ) + d3(y) - n + d4(xl) + d4(y) - n 
= d(xl ) - d2(xl) + d(y)  - d l (y )  - 2n 
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~> 25(G) - d2 - n - 2n 
-- n + 2 [n/3J + 2 - d2. (19) 
We may assume without any loss of  generality that d3 ~<d4.  Then (19) implies that 
d4 >1 (n + 2 [n/3J + 2 - d2)/2. (20) 
Therefore, by (19) and (20), 
d4/> max {n + 2 [n/3J + 2 - d2 - d3, (n + 2 [n/3J + 2 - d2)/2}.  (21) 
By (17), we have 
d3 = [F3(Xl ) D F3(Y)I ~>d3(Xl ) 4- d3(y) - n >~2d2 - n. (22) 
Also, by (19), 
d3 >~d3 + d4 - n>~n + 2 [n/3J + 2 - d2  - n =2 [n/3J + 2 - d2. (23) 
Therefore (22) and (23) give that 
d3 >~ max{Zd2 - n, 2 [n/3J + 2 - dz} ~>(4[n/3J - n + 4)/3 >n/9. (24) 
As in Case 1, for every vertex zCF3 - V34([n/18] - 1), by (18) and (21), we have 
Ir4(z) n £41 ~> d4(z) + Ir4l - n ~> l + d4 - n 
>t max {2Ln/3 j + 2 - d2 - d3 + l, (n + 2 [n/3J + 2 - d2)/2 + l - n} 
~> max {2 [n/3J + 2 - d3,(n 4- 2 Ln/3J + 2 + l ) /2 - n} 
i> max {2[n/3j + 2 - d3,n/9}. (25) 
By (24), we have 
(d3 - n/18)max {2[n/3J + 2 - d3,n/9} >~(n/18)(n/6). (26) 
Hence, by (25) and (26), the graph G contains at least 
~ IFa(z)nr41 
yer2(x~ ) zcr3 - v34( [n/181 - 1) 
~> E S max {2[n/3J + 2 - d3, n/9} 
ye~(xl  ) zeF3 - -  V34( [?//18] - -  ] ) 
= ~ 113- V34([n/18] - 1)] max {2 Ln/3 j +2-d3 ,  n/9} 
yE F2(xl ) 
1> ~ (d3-n /18)max{2/n /3 J  +2-d3 ,  n/9} 
yE I'z(xL ) 
>>- ~ (n/lS)(n/6) 
yE F2(xl ) 
>1 (n/3 )(n/18 )(n/6) = n3/324 
complete graphs K 4, completing the proof of  Case 2 and the proof of  the theorem as 
well. [] 
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The condition >/9 in Theorem 2 can be removed. In order to do it, we shall give an- 
other lower bound on f4 (n )  which is better than one in Theorem 2 when n is not large. 
Theorem 3. For n>~2, we have f4(n)>~(n + 1)/3. 
Proof. Suppose that G is a graph G4(n) with minimum degree L7n/3J + 1. Let //1, I72, 
V3 and V4 be the four classes. Without any loss of generality, we may assume that 
there are adjacent vertices x E Vl and y E V2 such that 
d2(x) + d l (y )= d, 
where 
d= min{dj(u) + di(v): uvEE(G) ,  uE Vi, vE Vj}. 
Let F3 = F(x)N F3(y) and F4 = F4(x)A Fa(y). Without any loss of generality, we may 
assume that IF3 ] ~< I F4[. To prove the theorem, we shall show that the number of copies 
of  K 4 in G that have the vertices x and y is at leat (n + 2)/3. According to the value 
of d, the proof is divided into three cases. 
Case 1. d >1 n + (2n + 1 )/3. The definition of d implies that for a vertex u E Vi and 
j ¢ i, we have 
~(u)>~ ½(2n + 1). 
Then, 
and 
IF3l>~d3(x) + d3(y) - n>~ ½(2n + 1) + ½(2n + 1) - n= ½(n + 2) 
I&l >d4(x) ÷ d4(y) -- /7 >i 31-(2n ÷ 1) ÷ ½(2n ÷ 1) -- n = ½(n + 2). 
Therefore, the number of copies of K 4 is at least 
IF4(z)nF41 >>. ~(d4(z )+ It41- n) 
zEF3 zE~ 
= Ir3l~> {(n + 2). 
Case 2. d <~n + n/3. Then, we have 
n+23 n ) 
I/'31 + [/'4[ >~ (d3(x) + d3(y) - n) + (da(x) + d4(y) - n) 
= d(x) - d2(x) + d(y)  - d l (y )  - 2n 
= d(x) + d(y )  - d - 2n 
1 >~ 2n+ ½(n+ 1)+2n+ ½(n+ 1) -n -  ~n-2n  
= n+ ½(n + 2). 
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Thus, IF31 ~>(n + 2)/3 and F4I >~(2n + 1)/3. Therefore, the number of copies of K 4 in 
G is at least 
In(z) n nl > ~ (a4(z) + Inl - n) 
zEF3 zcF3 
>~ Z (d (z ) -  2n + I½(2n + 1)] - n) 
z6 F3 
> E( [½n+ 11 + [½(2n + 1)] -n )  
zE F3 
>/IV31> ½(n + 2). 
Case 3. n + (n + 1)/3 <~d<~n + 2n/3. We may assume that f3I<~2n/3. Otherwise, 
we can prove the theorem by the similar argument as in Case 2 since I/'31 ~< Ira1. 
Then we have 
It31 ÷ Inl > (d3(x) ÷ d3(y) - n) + (d4(x) ÷ d4(y) - n) 
= d(x) - d2(x) ÷ d(y)  - dl(y) - 2n 
= d(x) + d(y )  - d - 2n 
/>2n+½(n+l )+2n+½(n+l ) -d -2n  
= 2n ÷ ½(2n + 2) -  a. 
The inequality above implies that I/'31 >~ 1 and that the number of copies of K 4 in G 
is at least 
1~4(~) n n l  > 5-2. (a4(g) ÷ Inl - n) 
zEP3 zCF3 
> ~ (d  - n ÷ Ira1 ÷ It31 - It31 - n)  
zE F3 
>t ~-~(d-n+ 2n+ 1(2n+2) -d -  It31-n) 
zEF3 
t> [F3l([l(2n + 2)] -Ir~l) 
r½(2 - i)1 - l~½(n÷ I). 
Hence, we complete the proof of Case 3 and the proof of the theorem. [] 
As a consequence of Theorems 2 and 3, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4. For n>~ 1, we have f 4(n)>.n3/324. 
For r~>5, we do not know what the order of the minimal number of K r in Gr(n) 
with minimum degree f i r (n)+ 1 is; it is not impossible that the sequence is not even 
a monotone function of r. 
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